We introduce a novel approach to study the longitudinal hydrodynamic expansion of the quarkgluon fluid created in heavy-ion collisions. It consists of two steps: First, we apply the maximum entropy method to reconstruct the freeze-out surface from experimentally measured particle distribution. We then take the output of the reconstruction as the "initial" condition to evolve the system back in time by solving the 1 + 1 ideal hydrodynamic equations analytically, using the method of Khalatnikov and Landau. We find an approximate Bjorken-like plateau in the energy density vs rapidity profile at the early times, which shrinks with time as the boundary shocks propagate inward. In Bjorken frame, the fluid velocity is close to zero within the plateau, as in the Bjorken solution, but increases outside the plateau. The results carry implications for fully numerical hydrodynamic simulations as well as models of heavy-ion collisions based on gauge-gravity duality.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1983, Bjorken proposed to describe the central region of the ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions by a boost-invariant solution of the hydrodynamic equations [1] . In this elegant solution, the fluid remains homogeneous and at rest in the Bjorken's coordinates. The expansion of the system is entirely encoded in the expanding nature of the hyperbolic Bjorken coordinates, very similar to the Hubble expansion, but in one dimension. A direct implication of such boost-invariance at late times would be a mid-rapidity plateau in the particle production. Such a plateau is not apparent at RHIC [2, 3] or LHC [4] (see Fig. 1 below) . Experimental results suggest that it is imperative to study longitudinal expansion beyond boost-invariant Bjorken model.
Fully numerical 1 + 1 [5, 6 ] and 3 + 1 [7, 8] relativistic hydrodynamic simulations are appropriate tools to address this challenge. Unlike the highly-symmetric idealized Bjorken model, in which the unknown initial condition is characterized by a single number (energy density, or initial time), a more realistic simulation requires much more information about the initial density and flow profile. While the initial profile of the fireball in the transverse plane has been studied extensively, our knowledge in longitudinal direction is comparatively poor. In practice, all the above simulations [5] [6] [7] [8] , rely on an ansatz with several free parameters for the initial profile. Those free parameters are tuned to match multiplicity distributions obtained as a result of the simulations to the experimental data. This "trial and error" method of determining the initial conditions is clearly computationally intensive.
In this paper we introduce a novel approach to determine the longitudinal hydrodynamic flow profile of the fireball created in heavy-ion collisions. It features two main ingredients which distinguishes it from the traditional approaches. First, we use the experimental data directly as an input to determine the hydrodynamic variables on the freeze-out surface. Second, we evolve the system back in time using the freeze-out as "initial" condition. We are able to perform the evolution analytically.
Correspondingly, our approach involves two key steps. First, we apply the maximum entropy method (MEM) [9, 10] to invert Cooper-Frye freeze-out [11] prescription relating the hydrodynamic variables at the freeze-out hypersurface to the rapidity-dependent hadron spectrum measured in the experiments. As a state-of-the-art deconvolution technique, the maximum entropy method (MEM) has proven to be a powerful tool in other branches of physics [9, 12] , including lattice QCD [13] and cosmology [14] . To the best of our knowledge, however, this is the first time that MEM has been applied to the physics of heavy-ion collisions.
In the second step, we take advantage of the fact that 1+1 ideal hydrodynamic equations with initial conditions given on the isothermal surface can be solved analytically. Since the ideal hydrodynamic equations are deterministic, we can evolve the system from freeze-out temperature to early times with the information of freeze-out surface we obtained in the first step. As a result, we are able to reconstruct the history of the longitudinal expansion and infer the longitudinal profile of the fireball at early times.
We find that, while the observed particle distribution does not show a rapidity plateau, the reconstructed hydrodynamic flow did have a rapidity plateau at earlier times. The width of the plateau shrinks with time as the boundary shocks propagate towards the center of the fireball.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the deconvolution of Cooper-Frye freeze-out using the maximum entropy method. In Sec. III, we review the general solution of 1 + 1 ideal hydrodynamics. Our results are presented in Sec. IV. We show the reconstructed freeze-out surface obtained in the first step in subsection IV A. We then show the history of longitudinal expansion in subsection IV B. We compare the resulting early-time profile with that used in hydrodynamic simulations. Finally, in Sec. V, we conclude.
II. RECONSTRUCTION OF FREEZE-OUT SURFACE AND MAXIMUM ENTROPY METHOD
We shall follow the standard Copper-Frye approach [11] to relate the momentum-space multiplicity distribution d
3 N s /d 3 p of the hadrons of a given species to the temperature T and flow velocity u µ profiles on the freeze-out hyper-surface:
where f (p; u(x), T (x)) is the local equilibrium particle distribution function at point x and d 3 σ µ (x) is the infinitesimal volume 4-vector normal to the freeze-out hypersurface at this point.
In this exploratory analysis, we concentrate on the longitudinal expansion and neglect, for simplicity, the effect of transverse expansion. We focus on the spectrum of pions -most abundant hadron species. We neglect quantum statistics in the phase space distribution -the generalization is straightforward. In this case f (p; u, T ) is given by the Boltzmann distribution longitudinally boosted by fluid rapidity α:
where m ⊥ = p 2 ⊥ + m 2 π is the pion transverse mass, Y is the particle rapidity in the lab frame, related to the particle 4-momentum as
and α is the local fluid rapidity related to flow 4-velocity by
We parameterize the freeze-out hyper-surface using Bjorken coordinates τ and η t = τ cosh η, z = τ sinh η
by expressing the freeze-out proper time as a function of the Bjorken rapidity: τ f (η). Using the expression for the hyper-surface volume element vector in the Bjorken coordinates:
we can write
The local fluid rapidity α is also a function of the Bjorken coordinate η. For example, purely Bjorken flow corresponds to α(η) = η. We shall assume that this function is monotonous, i.e., its inverse, η f (α), is singlevalued. The pion distribution in rapidity Y and transverse momentum p ⊥ now reads:
where A ⊥ is the total transverse area of the freeze-out hypersurface. We have changed the integration variable parameterizing the freeze-out surface from η to α and used τ f (α) as a shorthand for τ f (η f (α)). Integrating Eq. (8) by parts, we can write
where we enclosed the factors carrying information about the freeze-out surface (size, shape and flow velocity) in square brackets. These functions of α will be important intermediate objects in our analysis, and we denote them as
where we also note that they can be expressed in terms of the components of fluid velocity in Bjorken coordinates:
evaluated on the freeze-out surface parameterized by α:
The physical meaning of ρ 1,2 can be understood as follows. The ratio
is the local flow velocity, while
is the volume per unit Bjorken rapidity both measured in the Bjorken frame at a given point on the freeze-out hypersurface.
Our first task is to reconstruct the freeze-out surface, i.e., to determine two independent functions: τ f (α) and η f (α) appearing in Eq. (9) by matching Eq. (9) to experimentally observed particle spectrum. The direct inversion of Cooper-Frye freeze-out Eq. (9) is, of course, quite challenging. The quantity d 3 N/dY dp 2 ⊥ measured in experiment is a result of a (linear) integral transform in Eq. (9) of functions ρ 1,2 (α) characterizing the shape of the freeze-out hyper-surface and the flow on it. This information about the freeze-out surface is blurred and distorted by the integral transformation.
Furthermore, as the number of points in particle rapidity space measured by experiments is typically smaller than the number of points needed in fluid rapidity space to characterize the freeze-out surface, i.e., the functions ρ 1,2 (α), or τ f (α), η f (α), there would, in principle, be many different freeze-out surfaces which produce similar phase space particle distributions matching experimental data.
Fortunately, there exists a very well developed method for solving such a deconvolution problem -the maximum entropy method (MEM) [10] . In the spirit of the MEM, if there are many possible freeze-out surfaces in agreement with data, then the sensible question one could ask is what is the probability distribution and the measure in the space of all such freeze-out surfaces that takes into account the experimental data as well as our prior expectation of the freeze-out surface. If such probability distribution is given, the reconstructed freeze-out surface, i.e., the functions τ f (α), η f (α), can be obtained by averaging over all possible configurations weighted by the probability density. To make our paper self-contained, we provide a brief introduction to MEM in Appendix A.
We use the extended version of MEM [10, 14, 15] appropriate for the present purpose. With the aid of MEM, we reconstruct the longitudinal freeze-out surface, i.e., we find the "expectation value" for ρ 1,2 and thus τ f (α), η f (α) given the rapidity-dependent distribution measured by experiment. Those results are presented in detail in Sec. IV A . All technical details of maximum entropy reconstruction of freeze-out surface are summarized in Appendix B.
III. GENERAL SOLUTIONS TO 1 + 1 IDEAL HYDRODYNAMICS
Once τ f (α) and η f (α) are obtained (by MEM), our next task is to solve hydrodynamic equations and evolve the system back in time, from freeze-out to early times. It is convenient to change the coordinates in the hydrodynamic equations from t and z (or τ and η) to temperature T and fluid rapidity α. Here, T and α play the role of temporal and spatial variables respectively (e.g., in the Bjorken flow T is a function of τ only and α = η). As a result, one could recast 1+1 ideal hydrodynamic equations into one linear second order differential equation, known as Khalatnikov equation [16] . For completeness, we shall first review the derivation of this equation following Belenkij and Landau [17] . After that, we shall study general solutions to that equation with Cauchy initial condition.
A. Khalatnikov equation
The relativistic ideal hydrodynamic equations we study are given by [18] :
where , p are the energy density and pressure respectively. u µ is the flow four-velocity that obeys u µ u µ = −1. Using thermodynamic relations d = T ds, dp = sdT , + p = T s, where s is the entropy density, Eqs. (13) can be written as
which is the conservation of entropy, and
-the relativistic analog of Euler equation. For 1 + 1 dimensional flow we consider, Eqs. (14) become:
Due to Eq. (15b), one can introduce a potential ψ(t, z) such that
where we used α defined in Eq. (4). To change the variables from t, z to T, α, we now introduce a Legendre transform ψ(t, z) of the potential χ(T, α) as
so that
The new potential, χ(T, α), sometimes referred to as Khalatnikov potential, depends on T, α only. We then change the variables in Eq. (15a) from t, z to T, α:
where ∂(t, z)/∂(T, α) denotes the Jacobian of the variable transformation from (t, z) to (T, α). Using Eq. (18) to simplify Eq. (19) , we arrive at a second order linear partial differential equation for χ(T, α) [16, 17] [19]
where c s is the (T -dependent) speed of sound:
Once the potential χ(T, α) is found using Khalatnikov equation (20) one can determine τ (T, α) and η(T, α) from the derivatives of χ:
where we used Eqs. (18), (5) and (11) . To see how Khalatnikov equation (20) works, it is instructive to check it against known Bjorken solution in which α = η or u η = 0. On that solution, χ is independent of α according to Eq. (22b). Substituting χ(T ) into Eq. (20), one finds, for constant c s , We now turn to the general solution of Eq. (20) with Cauchy initial condition on an isothermal hypersurface T (t, z) =T . For simplicity, we shall consider the case of constant c s . It is convenient to introduce a new variable
It is also convenient to introduce a rescaled potential χ(y; α), related to χ(T ; α) by
In terms ofχ(y; α), the Khalatnikov equation takes the form of a massive Klein-Gordon equation:
To solve Eq. (25), we introduce a Green's function G(y; α) in terms of the modified Bessel function I 0 , 
We note that G(y; α) vanishes outside of the "sound horizon" at α = ±y/c s . Solutions with given initial values ofχ(y, α) and ∂ yχ (y, α) on the iso-thermal surface y = 0 can then be found using G(y; α − α ): [2] . The experimental data errors are similar to the size of data points. The red curve is the rapidity distribution obtained from the MEM-reconstructed freeze-out surface (see Fig. 2 
and text).
We first present our results on the MEM reconstruction of the longitudinal freeze-out surface and flow. Assuming the freeze-out temperature T f = 140 MeV, which is close to the one used in hydrodynamic simulations (e.g. [7, 8] ), we have applied the maximum entropy method to the pion rapidity distribution measured in Au-Au central collisions at √ s = 200 GeV [2] . For this analysis we chose particles within the transverse momentum bin of width 0.1 GeV centered at p ⊥ = 0.55 GeV. This choice is motivated by the desire to minimize the effect of resonances (at lower p ⊥ ) and viscous or non-hydrodynamic corrections (at higher p ⊥ ). The experimental data are plotted using black dots in Fig. 1 . Applying the MEM to these data points, we obtain the reconstructed freeze-out surface shown in Fig. 2 . As an important check, we also input the reconstructed freeze-out surface back into the Cooper-Frye formula (9) and compute the corresponding rapidity distribution. The result is shown in Fig. 1 , indicating that our reconstructed freeze-out surface is consistent with the data.
In Fig. 2 , we show the reconstructed freeze-out surface in t − z coordinates using the red solid curve. We rescaled dimensionful quantities such as t f (α), z f (α) by τ f (0) -the proper time at which the center of the fireball freezes out. As we have not included the dynamics of radial expansion in our analysis, we could only estimate the combination A ⊥ τ f (0) rather than A ⊥ and τ f (0) individually. We find A ⊥ τ f (0) ≈ (1.4 − 1.5) × 10 4 fm 3 (somewhat large compared to typical values in hydrodynamic simulations).
The difference between our reconstructed freeze-out surface and idealized Bjorken's boost-invariant model, where freeze-out occurs on an equal-proper-time hyperbola, is noticeable in Fig. 2 . This difference is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 3 where freeze-out proper time τ f (α) as a function of fluid rapidity α is plotted as red solid curve. This plot shows that the mid-rapidity region of the fireball freezes out at later Bjorken proper times than the forward/backward rapidity regions. Fig. 3 shows the longitudinal flow profile on the freezeout surface. Since α > η, the flow rapidity is faster than the idealized boost-invariant Bjorken scenario. This is expected, given the pressure gradients due to the pressure decreasing away from mid-rapidity. The effect in terms of | (α − η f ) /η f | is of the order of 10% − 20% for all α we are considering. Figure 3 could be thought of as a parametric representation of the freeze-out curve in t − z coordinates shown in Fig. 2 . As the parameter α increases from 0, the corresponding point in tz plane traces the curve from A to B to C. These points are also marked in Figure 3 . For example, one can see that the increase of z from A to B and subsequent decrease from B to C is due to the competition between falling τ (α) and rising η(α) in the formula z = τ sinh η.
We have, therefore, reconstructed hydrodynamic conditions on the freeze-out surface directly from the experimental data, remarkably, without using hydrodynamic simulations. We shall now take this result as the "initial" condition to evolve the system back in time.
B. Temperature and flow history
We now present our results on the longitudinal evolution of the fireball. They are obtained by using the analytic solution to 1 + 1 ideal hydrodynamic equation, with Cauchy initial condition namely, Eq. (28) . To use our knowledge on freeze-out surface, i.e., τ f (α), η f (α), we setT to be T f in our definition of y, i.e., y = log(T /T f ) in Eq. (28) . The fact that the freeze-out surface is at T = const makes this boundary condition easy to set. As a result, we have from Eq. (22) [
We then determineχ(0; α) by integrating Eq. (29b) using τ f (α) and η f (α) obtained by MEM reconstruction and shown in Fig. 3 . In fact, as seen in Eqs. (10), the MEM directly outputs functions appearing in the r.h.s. of Eqs. (29a) and (29b). The integration constant is unphysical sinceχ(0, α) = χ(T f , α), and potential χ is defined up to a constant, Eqs. (16), (17) . It can be fixed by requiringχ(0; α) → 0 when α → ±∞. We next substitute the resultingχ(0; α) into Eq. (29a) to obtain ∂ yχ (0; α). Consequently,χ(y; α) for y > 0 can be obtained from explicit solution Eq. (28) . Finally, we read τ (T, α), η(T, α) from resulting χ = e −νyχ using Eq. (22) . The longitudinal expansion history we find is summarized in Fig. 4 . We used conformal equation of state c he longitudinal expansion history we find is summarized in Fig. 3 . We used conformal tion of state c 2 s = 1/3. We also checked that the output with a di↵erent choice of c 2 s is tatively similar. o-thermal surfaces are shown as black solid curves in Fig. 3 . For comparison, Bjorken ion would correspond to horizontal isothermal contours on such a plot. We note that, though the freezeout temperature surface has no visible plateau, the isothermal surfaces gher temperatures (earlier times) do display a plateau which shrinks as the system es (cools down). We will comment more on this behavior later using di↵erent graphic sentations. We note that, even though the freeze-out (isothermal) surface has no visible plateau, the isothermal surfaces at higher temperatures (earlier times) do display a plateau which shrinks as the system evolves (cools down). We will comment more on this behavior later using different graphic representations.
It is interesting to compare the temperature (energy density) and flow profile at early (proper) time with initial conditions used in hydrodynamic simulations [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In such simulations initial energy profile is typically assumed to be flat around mid-rapidity with half a Gaussian fall-off in the forward and backward rapidity directions. Moreover, v η is set to zero initially.
To facilitate the comparison, in Fig. 5 , we plot equal proper time temperature profile, T vs η, and flow profile, v η vs η, at early times: τ = 0.4τ f (0), 0.2τ f (0), and 0.1τ f (0). In accordance with our observations in Fig. 4 , the early-time temperature profile in Fig. 5 is qualitatively similar to the Bjorken-like plateau truncated at forward and backward rapidities used in hydrodynamic simulations [5] [6] [7] [8] . In Fig. 5 one can also see that the flow is almost Bjorken-like (v η ≡ tanh(α − η) ≈ 0) within the temperature plateau. In particular, the early-time profile we observe is much closer to Bjorken boost-invariant model (α = η), than to the full stopping assumption (α = 0).
Interestingly, at the earliest times we considered, v η appears to be slightly negative (i.e., α < η) within the plateau. Given the size of the uncertainties in the reconstruction of the flow (see bands on Fig. 5 and discussion below) we must interpret this result cautiously. It would be interesting to investigate this question further. Such a slower relative to Bjorken (Hubble-like) flow would be a natural consequence of the negative longi- tudinal pressure in the pre-equilibrium glasma stage of heavy-ion collisions [20] . Early-time negative longitudinal pressure also occurs in holographic models of colliding shock waves [21] , and has been observed in the "complex deformation" of the Bjorken flow studied in Ref. [22] , where v η < 0 (α < η) can be also seen in its Fig. 2 . It is easy to see that the shrinking of the early-time Bjorken plateau follows the inward propagation of the shock waves from the plateau's boundaries. Since the local velocity of the wave is c s , it is easy to find that the wave propagates on top of the Bjorken flow in Bjorken coordinates according to dη/d ln τ = c s . The length of the plateau shrinks linearly in ln τ at a rate of (twice) of c s . Since, under Bjorken flow, T ∼ τ −c 2 s , the edge of the plateau should follow T ∼ e csη in the T − η plot as illustrated by the dashed black curve in Fig. 5 .
To estimate the sensitivity of our results to the uncertainty of the reconstruction of the freeze-out surface ("initial" conditions), we have reconstructed freeze-out surface using different choices of default models in MEM (see Appendix B) and evolved the output of such a reconstruction back in time. Shaded bands in Fig. 5 illustrate the difference due to the variation of default model. We observe that the temperature (energy density) profile due to the MEM reconstruction and back-in-time evolution is quite robust against the change of the default model. However, the uncertainty in the flow profile is larger. Some more details on the default model dependence are given in Appendix. B.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied longitudinal expansion in heavy-ion collisions beyond Bjorken boost-invariant model. In contrast to existing body of work on the subject, we considered hydrodynamic evolution back in time -from freeze-out to earlier times. This is possible because we use experimental data directly to determine the starting point of the back-in-time evolution. To achieve that we applied the maximum entropy method to invert the Cooper-Frye freeze-out integral transformation relating the shape of the freeze-out hypersurface surface and the flow on it to rapidity distribution of observed particles. We use Khalatnikov-Landau approach to solve the longitudinal hydrodynamic Cauchy problem analytically.
We want to point out two remarkable facts, which together make our two-step approach natural and straightforward to implement. First, the transformation from the pair of functions (9) is linear. Second, the same pair of functions translate linearly into the initial conditions, Eqs. (29), for the Khalatnikov equation which, in turn, is also linear.
By reconstructing the freeze-out surface and evolving the system back in time, we obtained both the temperature and the flow profile history of the longitudinal expansion. The temperature profile features a Bjorken-like plateau at early times. The plateau shrinks as the boundary shocks propagate inward, towards the center of the fireball (see Fig. 5 ). The flow velocity v η with respect to local Bjorken frame remains small within the shrinking plateau (Fig. 5) , i.e., the flow is close to being Bjorkenlike (Hubble-like) inside the plateau: flow rapidity is close to Bjorken rapidity α ≈ η. The flow rapidity increases faster than Bjorken rapidity outside of the plateau (α > η or v η > 0) due to pressure gradients.
We also observe the evidence that v η < 0 within the plateau at earlier times, which could represent the effect of the negative longitudinal pressure in pre-equilibrium glasma stage. These results provide useful information for determining the initial conditions for fully numerical hydrodynamic simulations as well as holographic models of heavy-ion collisions [23, 24] .
In this first exploratory study of the new back-in-time approach to fireball evolution, we attempted to achieve the most analytically transparent, yet phenomenologically meaningful results. For this reason, we focused on longitudinally expansion and neglected many other potentially important effects. Most notably, we neglected the dynamics of the transverse expansion and assumed temperature independent sound speed. Although not realistic, this is a common and useful approximation, successfully used since the seminal papers by Landau and Bjorken. Relaxing these approximations is, however, straightforward and extending the present approach to study the hydrodynamic expansion beyond longitudinal expansion would be an interesting direction to pursue. We also neglected the effects of viscosity. Given the almost perfect fluidity of the quark-gluon plasma in the regime probed by heavy-ion collisions, the effect of viscosity should be small as far as bulk hydrodynamics we study is concerned. We believe that the advantage of analytical transparency afforded by the ideal hydrodynamic approximation more than compensates for the lack of numerical accuracy. Our goal is to provide useful insights for fully numerical hydrodynamic approaches aiming at quantitative precision.
One of the new ingredients in our analysis is the application of maximum entropy method (MEM). We found it to be a useful tool for inverting the Cooper-Frye freezeout and reconstructing the freeze-out surface. As a general deconvolution method, MEM may also be used to reconstruct freeze-out surface in transverse plane or even full 3d freeze-out surface. The result of such a 2d or 3d reconstruction might reveal interesting information about the structure and evolution of the heavy-ion fireball.
Here, the "free energy" contains the likelihood functional E and the entropy functional S:
The "inverse temperature" β here will balance the relative importance between the data (given by the "energy term" E) and our prior estimate ("entropy term" S).
Assuming no correlation between ρ 1 , ρ 2 , we can write S(ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) as S(ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) = S 1 (ρ 1 ) + S 2 (ρ 2 ) .
For the case at hand where ρ 1 (α) = A ⊥ τ f (α)u τ f (α) is positive definite and the sign of ρ 2 (α) = A ⊥ τ f (α)u η f (α) can, in principle, be either positive or negative, we have:
− ρ 2 (α) log ρ 2 2 (α) + 4m 2 2 (α) + ρ 2 (α) 2m 2 (α)
.
Both expressions for the entropy Eq. (A8a) and Eq. (A8b) are derived using the law of large numbers (see Ref. [13] for example for the derivation of Eq. (A8a) and Ref. [26] for Eq. (A8b)). Eq. (A8a) is the standard Shannon-Jaynes entropy used for reconstructing arbitrary positive function (e.g., spectral density in lattice applications [13] ) and Eq. (A8b) is the extended version of the Shannon-Jaynes entropy used for reconstructing image function whose sign is indefinite [15, 26] . The form of S(F 1 , F 2 ) adapted here, i.e., Eqs. (A7) has been applied to deconvolute complex image functions previously [14] . Given the probability distribution in Eq. (A5) we can determine an expectation value as a "weighted average" of the image functions ρ 1,2 :
× e −βF β (ρ1,ρ2;m1,m2) ρ 1,2 (α) ,
where, rather than picking a particular value for β, we followed a commonly used Jeffreys' rule [27] and integrated over a scale-invariant measure dβ/β. The normalization constant Z is fixed by requiring 1 = 1.
Eq. (A8) by m 1 (α) = A ⊥ τ prior (α) cosh(α − η prior (α)); (B3a) m 2 (α) = A ⊥ τ prior (α) sinh(α − η prior (α)).
We have checked the default model dependence of MEM reconstruction with various choices of (a, b, c). To provide a transparent idea of the sensitivity of our results to the choice of default model, in Fig. 6 , we have plotted the output of the maximum entropy method ρ 1 (α), ρ 2 (α) for two different choices of a and fixed b, c. [28] . The error band in Fig. 5 is based on results of our analysis using those two default models. From Fig. 6 , we notice that ρ 1 (α) reconstructed using the maximum entropy method is relatively insensitive to the choice of the default model. This can be understood as a consequence of the fact that the error bars on the data are small and about 80 − 90% of the contribution to dN/dY comes from ρ 1 (α). On the other hand, since the contribution of ρ 2 (α) to dN/dY is much smaller, the data constrains ρ 2 (α) much less, and thus the sensitivity to the choice of the default model is stronger, as seen in Fig. 6 .
